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Political Parties
Accord Party
(AP)

Agriculture
Self- sufficiency in food production
using peasant farmers and cooperatives

Economy
Plans to build a self-reliant
economy that will develop on the
strength of the nation’s resources
and by the effort of the people.

Corruption
No promise on anticorruption

Provision of free health care from
birth to 12 years, post primary to
tertiary education and from 65
years of age.

Agro- industrialization
Infrastructure for storage, processing
and marketing, and
Increase foreign exchange earnings.

Health
To provide a comprehensive health
policy for the country.

The State will play a leading role
in facilitating a private sector led
economic growth.
Diversification of the economy
will be promoted.
Modernize Tax regimes.
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All Blending Party
(ABP)

Massive and complete re-organization
of the agricultural industry;
Creation of functional agricultural
Extension and food inspectorate
divisions;

To fix the economy with focus on
three major aspect, such as
poverty eradication, food
shortage and provision of
housing by intensive and
extensive investment.

Give full independence to
anti-graft and electoral
agencies;

Maintain a sound macroeconomic policy environment,
run an efficient government and
preserve the independence of
the Central Bank;

Encourage whistle blowing.

Set up special courts for
corruption cases;

Reduce infant mortality rate by
2019 to 3%
Reduce maternal mortality by more
than 70%
Reduce HIV Aids infection by 50%

Embark on massive agricultural land
preparation in all states for massive
crop production;
Encourage commercial livestock and
fisheries development as well as
strengthening forestation and
environmental protection schemes;
A policy to encourage young people to
go into agriculture by funding
incentives and mechanization
techniques.
To replace the ageing generation of
farmers;
Reclaiming the desert by tree planting
programmes
Institution of land army scheme across
the nation;
Restarting farm settlements and
procuring appropriate machinery for
agricultural productivity.
Strengthening the Bank for Agriculture
and making sure that loan gets to the
deserving farmers;
Investing in irrigation facilities for all
season agro-enterprise.
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Allied Congress Party of Nigeria
(ACPN)

Ensure
sufficiency in food production
Provide raw materials for local agroallied industries

Improve life expectancy by 10 more
years
Increase the number of physicians
from 19 to 50 per 1000

Restore and strengthen financial
confidence by putting in place
more robust monitoring,
supervision and regulation of all
financial institutions;

Increase per capita national health
expenditure to N50,000 from
N10,000

Minerals/Iron/Steel
To support and upgrade the Ministry
of Solid Minerals to ensure
responsible and controlled
exploitation of mineral resources;

Complete and accelerate the processes
of unbundling of NEPA, by ensuring that
necessary incentives and tariffs holidays
are given to genuine private investors
and;
Ensure natural gas to establish private
general business that would be sold to
the authority dealing with transmission
and distribution of power to the
consumer.
Vigorously pursue the expansion of
electricity generation and distribution to
50,000 megawatts in four to eight years.

Invest heavily in the abundant solid
mineral resources in the country.

Liberalize the monopoly of the Federal
Government in power generation and
supply, and devolve much of power and
energy to the private sector;
The gas and thermal stations will
particularly be encouraged to increase
their supply capacities;
Alternative power sources, including
hydro, solar, coal and wind energy will be
explored and developed;
Regular Turn Around Maintenance (TAM)
of existing facilities will be done to
ensure steady and uninterrupted utility
supply;

Make the economy one of the
fastest growing emerging
economies in the world by
achieving a real GDP growth
averaging of 10% annually;

An aggressive and efficient tariff/revenue
recovery system will be pursued. All
avenues of waste, corruption and abuse
will be checked;

Embark on vocational training,
entrepreneurial and skill
acquisitions scheme for
graduates along with the creation
of small Business Loan Guarantee
Scheme to create at least 1
million new jobs every year, for
the foreseeable future;

Rural electrification will continue to be
encouraged;
Improve management efficiency of the
nation's distribution system, improve
commitment to consumer service and
sensitize a national energy conservation
and maintenance culture on electricity
supply.

Bring the informal economy into
the mainstream economy and
prioritize the full implementation
of the National Identification
Scheme to generate the relevant
data.

To resuscitate and transform of
the National economy by
formulating appropriate policies
and creating an enabling
environment for sustained

Power/Energy
Radically generate, transmit and
distribute at least 10,000 megawatts of
power to the national grid;

Work tirelessly to eradicate
corruption, fraud,
embezzlement and
the so-called “Nigerian
Way” and to enthrone a

Improve budgetary allocation on
Health;

Develop and maintain an inventory of
energy resources, regular current and
projected needs;

Establish incentive packages and
other infrastructure for investors in
this sector.

Guarantee the continuity and adequacy

Intensive geological efforts to

Improve subventions to hospitals;

Diversification of export crops
production to increase foreign
exchange earnings
Improve rural and farm infrastructure
for storage, processing and marketing
of produce; and

economic growth and
development;

new culture of
integrity, transparency and
accountability.

To facilitate greater
entrepreneurial development
and participation by Nigerians in
the economic activities of the
country.

Review remuneration of medical
and health workers;
Encourage local government areas
to build hospitals and healthcare
centres;
Encourage private sector
participation

Increase rural employment and
improve agricultural production skills
and techniques.

of energy supply in the short, medium
and long terms, including appropriate
conservation policies.
Give due and timely consideration to
security and environmental protection of
the public and the working population
from hazards arising from the
exploitation, conversion, transportation
and utilization of energy.
Improve and intensify technological
performance capability in the energy
sector consistent with self- reliance and
the need to attain economic
competitiveness.

Massive supply and use of fertilizers
and improved seeds at subsidized
rates.
Reorganize existing agricultural and
rural development special agencies,
credit and insurance institutions for
greater effectiveness.

explore for exploitation, all the
nation’s mineral resources.
Strengthen and fund the Nigerian
Coal Corporation and the Nigerian
Mining Corporation
Commercialize and privatize public
mining operations
Production Sharing Joint-Venture
Arrangement with both local and
foreign investors shall be vigorously
pursued.

Ensuring optimal use of all energy
resources with focus on renewable
energy resources in the rural areas
The use of nuclear energy for electricity
generation

More capital investment in irrigation
and construction of dams for water
supply in the arid zones of the country,
Expand and rationalize agricultural
research institutes
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Alliance for Democracy
(AD)

Encourage commercial livestock and
fisheries development Strengthen
afforestation and environmental
protection schemes.
Improve agriculture and food
production as well as Rural
Development
Massive supply of fertilizers.
Create greater awareness in the use of
fertilizers and improved seeds at
subsidised rates.
Increase use of machines in farm
operations.
Reorganize existing agricultural and
rural development special agencies,
credit and insurance institutions for
greater effectiveness.
More capital investments in irrigation
and construction of dams for water
supply in the arid to encourage all year
farming
Expansion and rationalisation of
agricultural research institutes to make
them more results-oriented.
Assist small -scale farmers to increase
productivity, as well as encouragement

To resuscitate and transform the
national economy by formulating
appropriate policies and creating
an enabling environment for
sustained economic growth and
development.
To facilitate greater
entrepreneurial development
and participation by Nigerians in
the economic activities of the
country to enable people assume
greater responsibilities for the
achievement of their individual
and collective development
goals.

Work tirelessly to eradicate
corruption, fraud,
embezzlement and
the so-called “Nigerian
Way” and to enthrone a
new culture of
integrity, transparency and
accountability.

Improve the budgetary allocation
for health care services at federal,
state, and local government levels;

Develop and maintain an inventory of
energy resources, regular current and
projected needs;

Improve the amount of
subventions to teaching and
specialist hospitals
to enable them to rehabilitate
deteriorating facilities and
equipment;

Guarantee the continuity and adequacy
of energy supply in the short, medium
and long terms, including appropriate
conservation policies.

Review the remuneration and
other incentives for the various
grades of
medical and health personnel;
Encourage state governments to
establish general hospitals in the
local government areas;
Ensure that all local government
area provide head centres and
clinics
to bring health care delivery
services neat or to the people
especially in
the rural communities;
Encourage private sector

Give due and timely consideration to
security and environmental protection of
the public and the working population
from hazards arising from the
exploitation, conversion, transportation
and utilization of energy.
Improve and intensify technological
performance capability in the energy
sector consistent with self- reliance and
the need to attain economic
competitiveness.

Ensuring optimal use of all energy
resources with focus on renewable
energy resources in the rural areas
The use of nuclear energy for electricity
generation

Encourage comprehensive
exploitation of minerals resources.
Ensure that policy guidelines to
regulate the exploitation of various
types of solid minerals by both public
and private operators are put in
place.
Establishment of Incentive packages
and other infrastructures for investor
in the sector.
Intensive geological efforts to
explore for exploitation, all the
nation’s mineral resources.
The Nigerian Coal Corporation and
the Nigerian Mining Corporation
shall be strengthened and
adequately funded to enable them
carry out their statutory functions
effectively.
Detailed information on the nation’s
mineral resources to be put together
for the use of all interested investors
at home and abroad.
Commercialization and Privatization

of large-scale plantation

participation;

Encourage commercial livestock and
fisheries development as well as
strengthening afforestation and
environmental protection schemes.

control and eradicate infectious
diseases;

of public mining operations shall be
encouraged.
Production Sharing Joint-venture
Arrangement with both local and
foreign investors

provide and maintain potable
water facilities to improve
sanitation and reduce the incidence
of waterborne, diseases;
Encourage the reintroduction of
Schools Health Services of the
States’
Combat the problem of fake drugs
in the country by strengthening the
National Food and Drugs
Administration and Control Agency
to
improve its operational
effectiveness;
Encourage local drugs
manufacturing; and review the
tariff for imported drugs which are
not currently produced locally.
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African Democratic Congress
(ADC)

Promised abundant food production in
the policy aims

Development of the Economy to
provide good jobs
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Action Democratic Party
(ADP)

Modernize agriculture and transform
Nigeria into a medium/commercial
scale producer;

Review of the fiscal responsibility
act to limit recurrent expenditure
to less than the 40% of budget.

Disburse micro credit and farm inputs
for small scale farmers and create the
enabling environment for commercial
agriculture.
Create a nationwide food inspectorate
division for food safety.

Create a body of technocrats to
manage macro and micro
economic policies to create
synergy with foreign exchange
policy to create employment and
economic growth.

Inject N30bn to the agricultural sector
to create more agro-allied jobs through
the Bank of Agriculture and Insurance
Schemes;

Maintain on a sustainable basis a
sound macro-economic
management policy, run an
efficient government and
preserve the independence of
the Central Bank;

Guarantee a minimum price for
selected crops and facilitate storage of
agricultural products in the strategic
reserves to cover all states.
Create storage facilities to take excess
farming produce.
Form farmers into general and
specialized cooperatives.

Restore, reinvigorate and
strengthen financial confidence
by putting in place a robust
monitoring, supervising and
regulating framework for CBN /
NDIC in respect of all financial
institutions;

Subsidize farming through farm inputs
(fertilizers, improved seedlings,
extension workers support services,

Promote production in all sectors
to make our economy one of the
fastest growing emerging
economies in the world with a

Strict enforcement of anticorruption laws whilst
strengthening the EFCC and
ICPC.
Create special courts for
accelerated
hearing of corruption cases

Preventive health care;
Establish specialist health centres
and engage institutions;
Promote safe motherhood;
Make drugs affordable;
Disease control.

Reversal of the power/electricity
situation in the country

No statement on mining.

Reduce the infant mortality rate
from current 72.7 per 1000 to
less than 50 per 1000; maternal
mortality by more than 50%, from
814 per
100,000 (2015); reduce HIV/AIDs
infection rate by at least 40%
within two years in government.
Increase the number of physicians
from 19 per 1000 population to 25;
increase national health
expenditure per person per annum
to about N25,000

Increase electricity supply and access in
Nigeria through private sector
investment in the power sector;

Promote the setting up of mining
industries in various State’s based
upon
their comparative advantage with
regard

Promote alternative medicine and
integrate same into the overall
health system.
Boost the local manufacture of
pharmaceuticals and make nonadulterated drugs
readily available.
Provide free ante-natal care for
pregnant women, free health care
for babies and
children up to school going age and
for the aged and free treatment for
those
afflicted with infectious diseases

Radically reposition the sector to deliver
on the following:
Generation at scale: Increase private and
public investment in gas supply, power
generation and transmission to increase
the MW of capacity available on grid;
A minimum of 14,000 MW of clean ongrid power (including expansion by
existing generation companies and new
IPPs) brought to financial close by 2022;
Existing Gencos meet or exceed MW
expansion commitments in their
privatization agreements;
Elimination of 3,000 MW of stranded
generation due to lack of dependable gas
supply and transmission; Privatization of
5,000 MW of NIPPs, including facilitating
gas supply where required;
Selected distribution companies
complete procurements of embedded
generation adequate to supply paying
customers;

credit, storage activities, chemicals
etc.)
Ensure equitable distribution of
fertilizer and other farm inputs.
Promote the use of compost as organic
fertilizer from biodegradable solid
waste.
Establish nurseries for improved
seedling production all over the state.
Train and deploy farm extension
workers.
Promote the construction of earth
dams for irrigation and water supply.
Establish marketing strategy to benefit
the real farmers and empower them.

real GDP growth of 5% - 10%
annually;
Expand the functions of the
National Planning Commission to
coordinate regional integration
and economic development in
the six geo-political zones.
Integrate the informal economy
into the mainstream and
prioritize the full implementation
of the National Identification
Scheme to generate the relevant
data;
Expand domestic demand and
invest in expanded associated
public works programs;
Embark on export and production
diversification including
investment in infrastructure;
promote manufacturing through
agro based industries and expand
sub-regional trade through
ECOWAS and AU;

such as tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS;
Train and re-train Health workers,
adopt cutting edge technology

Gas supply, including gas otherwise
flared, is adequate to meet projected
demand for gas by 2022 to power
projects in Nigeria’s generation
expansion plan(s)
Evacuation capacity of transmission
system increased to evacuate 10,000
MW of generation;
On-grid and off-grid connections:
Facilitate additional business and
consumer connections to cleaner power
supply, primarily through developing the
off-grid solar market;
Increased participation of companies
serving the off-grid solar market in
collaboration with international partners;
Private sector investment in a minimum
of 65 MW of 2.7 million direct new
connections facilitated by 2022;
Unlocking energy potential:

Balance the economy across
regions by the creation of 6 new
Regional Economic Development
Agencies (REDAs) to act as
champions of sub-regional
competitiveness;
Put in place a N600bn regional
growth fund (average of N100bn
in each geopolitical region) to be
managed by the REDAs,
encourage private sector
enterprise and support to help
replaces current reliant on the
public sector;
Amend the Constitution and the
Land Use Act to create
freehold/leasehold interests in
land along with matching grants
for states to create a nationwide
electronic land title registration
system on a state by state basis;
Create additional middle-class of
at least 0.5 million new home
owners in the first year in
government and 1.0 million
annually thereafter; by enacting a
national mortgage system that
will end at single digit interest
rates for purchase of owner
occupier houses.
Work with the National Assembly
to Legislate a Trade Facilitation

Improve the enabling environment to
resolve bottlenecks to increase access
and availability of electricity and private
sector investment and participation;
Competitive procurement policy and
framework for procuring gas and solar
generation fully implemented;
Gas pricing policy developed and
implemented to enable gas to power
projects to compete with other markets
for gas supply;
Plan developed to expand transmission
and distribution capacity to support a
15,000 MW grid system;
Propose and implement public-private
partnerships to complement state
budget and concessional financing for
transmission to enable wheeling of
15,000 MW of capacity;
Improve liquidity in the sector through
facilitating distribution loss reduction,
increased payment throughout the value
chain, settlement of debts, and access to
capital for investments;
Transition Electricity Market fully
implemented, including full payment for
power and fuel supply throughout the
power value chain;
Select Discos can pay approximately
100% for their power supply;

Act that supports seamless
movement of Trade across our
land borders and the creation of
Border Special Economic Zones,
Free Trade Areas as well as Free
Ports.

All Discos have either developed a plan
(approved by the relevant agencies) for
reaching the requirements of their
privatization agreements, renegotiated
the agreements, or have been
consolidated/re-sold by the GON to
investors willing and able to make the
required improvement.

Strengthen linkage between our
Sea Ports, Rail system and our
Inland Ports for enhanced Trade
Facilitation and reduction of
pressure on our Sea Ports
Carry out a holistic
implementation of Legal
Metrology across all sectors of
the Nigerian economy to
establish standards in commerce
and accuracy in measuring and
weighing instruments use for
domestic and international trade
in the Federal Republic of
Nigeria.
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Alliance for New Nigeria
(ANN)

Self-sufficiency in food production
throughout the year;
Make agriculture profitable across its
value chain.
Make agriculture a major source of
industrial raw materials and foreign
exchange earner;

Interestingly there is no policy
statement for the economy.

Use the most updated IT
tools and applications to
fight corruption;
not only prevent acts of
corruption but also
make it difficult for
proceeds of corruption to
be used or enjoyed by the
perpetrators.

Medicare for all citizens;
Expanding the net for Medical Aids
through NHIS;
Strengthen the National Health
Insurance Scheme
Quality and affordable medical
services

Provide infrastructure for storage of
both perishables and non-perishables
for all year availability;

Free medical services to the aged
and the handicapped.

Rebrand the Agriculture sector with
prestige to attract more people to the
sector and promote its value chains;

Provide all needed support to the
healthcare professionals to
stimulate quality medicare
delivery

The protection of farmers against all
hazards.

ANN shall work to deliver more than
enough energy through alternative
energy sources such as coal, solar, hydro,
wind and biomass for domestic and
industrial use, wherever these prove
viable.
As a matter of pressing priority and
urgency, tackle the paralyzing lapses with
electric power generation, distribution
and supply;
Liberalize the monopoly of the Federal
Government in power generation and
supply. devolve much of power and
energy to the private sector;
The gas and thermal stations will be
encouraged to increase their supply
capacities;

ANN Strategy includes:

Alternative power sources, including
hydro, solar, coal and wind energy will be
explored and developed;

Operational involvement of all
individual, corporate, governmental
and non-government stakeholders;

Regular TAM of existing facilities will be
done to ensure steady and uninterrupted
utility supply;

Creation of legislation to ease
acquisition of land for agricultural
purposes;

An aggressive and efficient tariff/revenue
recovery system. All avenues of waste,
corruption and abuse will be checked;
Rural electrification will be sustained.

Inauguration of Operational task group
on agriculture;
Facilitation of integrated ownership

Complete the medium steel section
of Ajaokuta, which can produce twokilometer
rail track steel per day.

scheme;
Development of economy of scale
processes;
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Abundant Nigeria Renewal Party
(ANRP)

Cede more of the responsibility for
Agricultural production to the States to
concentrate on their areas of
advantage;

Finance the economy through
progressive taxation, luxury
taxes, capital gains tax and
carbon emissions taxes.

Intensify Agricultural research to
obtain the best from our local
products;

Non-exploitative PPP financing
and private capital inflows;

Incentivize Agric. value-chain,
especially food preservation towards
reducing wastage in season and
stabilizing prices out of season.

Attract Foreign Investments and
eliminate wastages through
foreign tours.
Encourage Nigerians to keep
their investments in Nigeria.
Consolidation of all national
biometric schemes for better
expenditure tracking.

Launch zero-tolerance on
corruption campaign
and ensure unbiased and
speedy prosecution of
offenders

Expand current health structure by
providing more facilities;

Mandatory declaration of
assets

Encourage PPP in the provision of
health services; end incessant
strikes;

establishment of anticorruption
courts

Standardize health insurance for all
citizens;

Create 300,000 new jobs in the
medical sector under two years.

Innovative ideas to ensure balance
between industrial and rural
electrification capabilities;
Rigorous encouragement of alternative
energy solutions in different areas of the
economy;

Minerals/Steel/Iron not captured in
ANRP’s manifesto

Make Nigeria the solar-power hub for
Africa and train Nigerian youths on the
manufacturing of solar panels and other
component;
Enhancing of independent power
generation and distribution on cluster
basis;

Institute elite corps of anticorruption
inspectors that will act as
mystery shoppers
in all MDAs

Implementation of policy that enforces
part use of solar panel by certain
categories of buildings;
Encourage indigenous innovations in the
use of solar and other alternative forms
of energy in Nigeria.

Deploy ICT in the fight
against corruption

Collaboration with global bodies on
alternative energy (Green Foundations)
to tap into financing for power industry
in Nigeria;
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All Progressive Congress
(APC)

Modernize the agric. sector and change
Nigeria from being a country of selfsubsistence
farmers to that of a medium and large
scale-farming nation.
Guarantee a world indexed minimum
price for selected crops and
thereby guarantee farmers and
adequate minimum price for their
yields.
Make agriculture an engine for
economic growth and job creation by
investing in companies that wish to
open local value-added processing
plants for food and other agriculture
products.
Encourage farmers to form cooperative unions to take advantage of
economies of scale and sign contracts
with local processing plant
operators.

Diversify the economy to create 3
million jobs through
industrialization, public works
and agricultural expansion;
Revive textile and other
industries;
Develop a generation of domestic
oil refineries;
Create a N300bn Growth Fund;
Make funds available to
businesses and encourage
expansion in the micro-finance
sector;
Create industrial hubs with vital
infrastructure and technical,
business and extension advisory
services.;

Adopt a zero-tolerance
approach to corruptionrooting out dishonest
public servants and
imposing tough sanctions
including jail sentences
Create a functionally
independent anticorruption agency, with
adequate and predictable
funding and full
prosecutorial powers, free
from political interference.

Create network of local health
centers providing free services and
drugs;
Increase budgetary allocation to
10% and then 15% by 2020.

Review of current power value-chain to
address inefficiencies and complaints
from all stakeholders including GENCOs,
DISCOs, and especially, Industries and
Households.
Undertake an urgent power audit of
Nigeria’s energy needs;
Ensure Nigeria meets all its power needs
within the next ten years;

Revise Nigeria’s mining legislation to
end its ambiguity, providing for a
transparent tendering process for
mining rights;

Encourage power generation companies
to build a new generation of power
plants;

Provide a fixed percentage of
revenues in guaranteed
benefitsschemes to local
communities;

Extend our national and regional power
grid and gas pipelines to improve energy
generation, transmission and distribution
across the country;

Pro-actively promote international
and domestic investment in the
mining sector through: Policy
consistency;

Increase Nigeria’s refining capacity so
that we can shift more of our gas supply
to domestic power stations to end erratic
power supplies;

Elimination of Corruption;
Investment Incentive framework;

Expand the rural electrification
programme and promote the use of
independent ‘off-grid’ renewable energy
schemes for isolated communities;

Guarantees of property rights;
Amendment of the Land Use Act.

Introduce a new system of low interest
loans and grants for farmers to
mechanize their farms.

Encourage development of sustainable
renewable energy taking account of
regional factor endowment.

Work with the states to expand
technical extension services to provide
practical advice and support to farmers
on mechanization and modern
farming techniques.
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All Progressive Grand Alliance
(APGA)

Reform agriculture, attain food
security.
empower local governments to take
responsibility for agriculture.
Local government councils will mobilise
carefully structured pools of experts
within their services to deal with
problems of forestry, sheep and cattle
herding, soil maintenance, the
upgrading of farm techniques.

Create a people-centered and
private-sector-driven national
economy;

No promise on anticorruption

Set up a National Health Council
and Health Management Boards;
Mobilize and Train relevant
manpower

Reduce Rediscount Rate and
Interest Rate;

Ensure drugs manufactured and
imported are of highest standards

Enforce foreign exchange
controls strictly;

Allocate more funds to health
Fight inflation;
Support SMEs.

On Energy
APGA will initiate a National Energy
Policy based upon our proven resources
and our need for energy security.
It will spell out the roles required in the
energy mix
Lay the ground rules for indigenous
participation in the sector and the rules
for foreign investors.

Explore avenues for the exploitation
of coal deposits
Conversion of our coal to a standard
required in the production of steel
will be put into effect.
The production of smokeless coke for
domestic use will also be
implemented to avoid continued
deforestation.

Provide guidelines for energy
conservation and energy efficiency, and
sustainability

Give priority to the manufacturing of
farm equipment for the mechanization
of peasant farms;

Encourage vast number of subsidiary
stations and private sector outfits which
will contribute to material sufficiency.

Make credit available for agriculture to
boost rural life
Ensure water management in water
scarce regions by embracing river
basins, dams, bore-hole construction,
underground water utilization and
small-scale irrigation
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Democratic Peoples Congress
(DPC)

Collaborate on farmer-herder clashes
Ensure self-sufficiency in food
production
Move from peasants-dominated
agricultural
production to mechanized farming and
plantations agriculture.
To reduce dependence on rain and
shift to irrigation fed farming.
To reduce post-harvest wastage of
agricultural products through the
provision of storage facilities.
To encourage increased production
through ready marketing and
distribution outlets and the guarantee
of concessionary prices to
farmers, with the government acting as
a buyer of last resort.

Government will set up storage
facilities throughout the nation to buy

Reduce the penchant of Nigerians
for consumption of
foreign goods, and increase their
zeal for production and export
reduce local production costs so
that Nigerian goods can be
competitive;
make investments in Nigeria
more attractive, both for
Nigerians and foreign investors,
and increase the industrial base
of the economy, with a target of
making manufacturing to
contribute at least 25% to the
GDP.

Ensure greater productivity,
a contented work force,
and
happiness post retirement
and in old age in such way,
reduce one of the major
reasons for corruption in
public service

Free ante-natal, maternal and postnatal health care for nursing
mothers up to six
months after delivery.
Integrate free health into the
primary and secondary school
system, with each primary
school being served by a dispensary
and each secondary school by
a clinic, to be visited regularly by a
Government doctor.
Extend free medical care to all
undergraduates
in the universities.
fine- tune NHIS for the working
population to make it
more responsive,more costeffective and more attractive.
Emphasis in health care delivery to
the masses will be on having
well equipped primary health care

Unbundling of the PHCN will be
accelerated, and all facets of
its operation will be privatized;
Private Power producers will be
encouraged to invest in power
generation, transmission and
distribution companies, with
governments providing only a
regulatory framework;
A consumer protection regulatory agency
will be set up to ensure fair
Pricing;
The importation of power generators will
be banned immediately;
We shall ensure a steady and increasing
supply of energy for both
industrial and domestic uses through
comprehensive energy
policy;
Encourage and fund research into
alternative energy’
sources;
The goal will be to achieve an
uninterrupted power supply to all homes
and factories within eight years.

We shall immediately embark on a
comprehensive geological
survey of Nigeria to determine the
types, quantities and commercial
viability of minerals present;
Provide a legislative framework to
guide
operations in the sector;
Invite and encourage investors to go
into partnerships with Nigerian
investors to set
up commercial mining operations;
Revenue from solid minerals will
also be subject to the same
derivation percentage as revenues
from oil;
In the shortest possible term, all
efforts will be made to ensure that
Nigeria becomes self-sufficient in the
production of such industrial
raw materials as gypsum, kaolin,
barites, feldspar, dolomite,
calcium carbonate, etc.

from the farmers at guaranteed prices,
their excess products which they are
unable to sell to processors or direct to
consumers, and store them;

centers and general hospitals.
The system of specialist hospitals
will be further developed to
stop medical tourism abroad

Peasant farmers will continue to be
encouraged through the provision by
government, of subsided land clearing
services, agricultural equipment hiring
services and access to improved
seedlings and better farming methods,
through extension services;

Attract many Nigerian doctors
working
abroad to return.
establish trado-medical
departments in teaching hospitals
to promote research into, and
modernization of traditional
medicine.
Special health institutions will be
established for the care of the
aged and the disabled.
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GRASSROOTS DEVELOPMENT
PARTY OF NIGERIA (GDPN)

Increase agricultural production and
improve on the national food security;
Develop a livestock water programme
for small herd owners in communal
areas;
Establish marketing boards to solve the
problems of waste of agricultural
produce and develop market for our
agricultural products.

Develop local entrepreneur-ship
for meaningful in economic
activities.

Establish special courts to
deal with specific crimes
e.g.
corruption,

Increase local enterprise
participation in the economy and
in international markets through
access to opportunities afforded
by major public and private
sector projects.

Invest in the provision of health
facilities with the necessary
human resources;
Develop
medical schools which shall
become centres of
excellence

Ensure that blackout become a thing of
the past. We shall improve generation of
electricity.

Work to create an enabling environment for the exploration and
exploitation of our solid mineral
sector.

Continue to provide and expand
HIV/AIDS testing, counselling
and therapy;

Improve the business
environment by removing any
administrative, bureaucratic and
regulatory impediments to
business, exports and private
sector development.

Promote cleaner environment and
aggressive malaria
prevention programmes;
Encourage private sector
participation in the health
sector.

Promote manufacturing that is
based on the use of Nigeria's
primary products.

Develop strategies for the
retention of highly trained medical
personnel.
13
INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATS (ID)

The party made no promise relating to
the development of the agricultural
sector

Favours a market economy with
no government interference

Disband the EFCC and the
ICPC and restore their
power
back to the Nigeria Police
Force who will be better
empowered and
encouraged to fight
corruption (Special Fraud
Unit of the Nigeria Police);
Removal of immunity
clause from our
Constitution;
Amendment of our laws
such that the Penal Code
and the Criminal
Code will be unified to have

Introduce a National Health Service
scheme that will
provide high quality health services
to the citizens;
Priority attention will be given to
the aged, children and the disabled
in the dispensation of basic health
care services;
Medical fee shall be
free for students and children of up
to six years of age;
Each of the 774 local government
areas
of the country will have a specialist
hospital, and six national hospitals
will be built across each zone;
Introduce a workable Health Tax
Fund

Evolve policy that will make the use of
renewable energy part of our system and
reduce dependence on the grid power.
Ensure that every electricity consumer in
Nigeria is metered;
Enable legislation, to make generation
and distribution of electricity more
flexible

The party did not make any promise
in manifesto relating to the mining,
iron and steel sectors.
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JUSTICE MUST PREVAIL PARTY
(JMPP)

Attain food self-sufficiency and food
security;

Improve the standard of living of
citizens, adopt a mixed economy;

Diversify Agriculture and boost
exportation of primary and processed
products;

Introduce a progressive tax that
promotes transparent
government;

Boost local production of Organic
Fertilizer;

Diversify the economy through
manufacturing and export
promotion.

Build and rehabilitate Plantations, Farm
Settlements and other schemes to
encourage the Youths to get involved
in farming.
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KOWA PARTY (KP)

Provide food security

more punitive terms for
corruption cases.

(HTF)

Promote and sustain the
War Against Corruption at
all levels of governance
through absolute respect
for the Rule of Law.

Provide quality, functional,
comprehensive and affordable
healthcare services;
Revitalize existing general, special
and teaching hospitals
Build more facilities to make health
care easily accessible

Re-organize the power sector and
increase power generation by 10,000
megawatts every four years and intensify
the develop-ment of renewable energy.
Fast track public-private partnership to
improve rural electrification throughout
the country.

Massive investment in the steel
industry through public-private
partnership;
massive investment in mining t help
in diversify-ing the economy.

Subsidize health services
Rural industrialization of the
country through small and
medium scale enterprise.

Develop a market-oriented
economy with emphasis on free
enterprise but fair and equitable
regulated market.

No promise on anticorruption

Provide healthcare and portable
water

Ensure delivery of time bound targets in
electricity generation, transmission and
distribution and strict performance
management to ensure the timely
completion of new power projects.

No promise on mineral,mining or
steel

Boost national development
through employment,
industrialization entrepreneurship.
Promote monetary and fiscal
policies that ensure better and
efficient resource management,
and long term economic stability.
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NATIONAL ACTION COUNCIL
(NAC)
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NATIONAL INTEREST PARTY
(NIP)

No promise on Agriculture

Redeem the economy.

Support the next generation
pastoralists, farmers and ranchers

Achieve a self-reliant economy,
diversify the economy, and
reduce reliance on crude oil.

No promise on anticorruption
Put forward only
incorruptible people for
elections;

Create good paying jobs which
can support a middle-class life for
working class Nigerians and small
business owners.

Follow and trace national
wealth since independence
into personal and corporate
accounts;

Improve our roads, railways,
airports and the use of the
internet in community
development.

Criminal prosecution in
cases of overwhelming
evidence;
Independent anti-graft
agencies

Provide funding, encourage programs
to protect and enhance family farms,
local food markets, and regional food
systems;
attract large scale investment to every
manner of agriculture and production
of raw materials for use in Nigeria and
for export.
develop programs to help our younger
generations take on the study of
agriculture as a core module

No promise on Health

No promise on Energy/Power

Improve physical and mental health
of every Nigerian;

Renegotiate conditions which have
clearly stalled progress in the delivery of
electricity to the masses.

Provide a comprehensive primary
health care delivery which includes
dental and mental health;
Renew and e expand existing
health facilities
Compulsory health insurance
schemes
Private health insurance schemes.

Advance Nigeria’s infrastructure
to attract businesses and thereby
create good jobs.

NATIONAL RESCUE MOVEMENT

Declare a state of emergency on
agriculture.

Put in place necessary and
required infrastructure;

involve of all individual, corporates,
governmental and non-governmental
stakeholders.
Encourage massive private sector
Participation.

Provide accurate policy
administration and framework to
facilitate, enhance and accelerate
entrepreneurial condition.

Strengthen existing anticorruption institutions and
their collaborations by
providing special support
for speedy
investigation and
prosecution.

Develop, train and empower all
employable persons within the

Establish special courts to
handle cases of corruption

Inaugurate operational task group on

Special attention will be paid to
electricity production and distribution
stations, plants and turbines across the
country.
Encourage the use of solar energy in
housing and for industrial purpose;
Encourage investments in the field of
hydro energy to increase electricity yield
in Nigeria.
Encourage
Private power generating companies will
be encouraged to invest in the growth of
small wind energy turbines across the
country

encourage industrial farming and food
processing by offering free to low cost
materials, loans and subsidies
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No promise on mineral, mining or
steel
No promise on mineral, mining or
steel

Provide qualitative health services
through
Comprehensive Medical Insurance
Scheme;
Provide free health to children, the
elderly, the
unemployed, and physically and
mentally challenged;

Improve the efficiency of power supply
from Kanji, Shiroro and other Dams;
Fund research into and accelerate the
development of other sources of
generating electric power.
Build more power stations and
infrastructure that can generate and
supply electricity to every state and

To incentivize and strictly regulate
Solid mineral mining in the Country
as a major step in diversifying our
Economy

agriculture.

society

Establish PHCs in each ward of the
federation;
Provide one state-of-the-art
hospital for specialist training
and research services in each state;

Facilitate integrated ownership
scheme.
Originate
Agricultural Development
Architecture.

Evenly distribute major
comprehensive medical facilities

community within it.
Assist state administrations to expand
the scope of rural electrification
Decentralized the power mgtstructure to
encourage capacity building by creating
different organizations that will handle
different policies and projects

Private hospital shall be
encouraged and incentivized;
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Peoples Democratic Movement
(PDM)

PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC PARTY
(PDP)

Medical personnel shall be fully
catered for and dissuade brain
drain;
Standardise, harness and
modernize traditional medicine.
Improved access to affordable
medical care;

Review of the Land Use Act to enable
increased local productivity and
international participation in all aspects
of’ agriculture;
A comprehensive programme of
erosion control in the East,
reforestation in the
North and land reclamation in the
Niger- Delta valley;
Rural community development master
plan;
Refocus and liberalize agricultural
financing policies;
Appropriate technology and research;
Processing, preservation and
packaging advisory services;
Agric and agro allied subsidy for
selected commodities and agro inputs;
Quality assurance and international
compliance services;
Erosion, dissertation and pest control
programmes;
Refocus River Basin Authorities and
FADAMA programs;
Develop the Agricultural Value chain;
Extensive farmers’ Off-Take
Agreements with the emerging
superstores in
Nigeria

Fiscal Responsibility;
Independent Central
Bank/Continuous regulatory
Reforms; Responsible
programme of
privatization/deregulation;
Encourage Public Private
Partnership/initiatives;
Tax reforms/formalization of selfemployment including property
tax;
Elimination of multiple taxation;
Incentive for SMEs Development
including access to finance;
Increased funding on Education
and Training;
Flexible Exchange Regime/Export
Promotion Diversification;
Enhancing prevailing Regional
Integration programme;
Sectoral value chain
development;
Promotion of industrial clusters
and economic zones;
Transform the informal sectors of
the economy;
Full utilization of Free Trade
Agreements;
Value addition in production and
export.

Reduce cases of dishonesty,
bribery and corruption

The Agricultural Credit Support Scheme
(ACS 5) aims to provide a fund N50
billion to provide increased access to
affordable credit for Nigeria farmers.
The funds are available interest rate of
8% for farmers who make early
repayments.

Sustain the private sector-led
economic growth strategy;

Build a transparent rulebased society to fight
corruption by
strengthening agencies like
EFFC, ICPC, NEITI;

Ensure access to universal basic
healthcare;

Strengthen the Code of
Conduct Bureau;
Pass the Freedom of
Information Bill

Ensure well-equipped general
hospital in each local government;

Create training programs for
successor’s generation of farmers and
extensions service staff.
Provide at least one Agro-service unit
to include input supplies and marketing
facility in each Local Government Area.

Expand poverty reduction
measures;
Provide, reactivate, rehabilitate
and maintain infrastructure;
Create wealth and generate
employment;
Reform the public sector;
Create and maintain a stable

Reduction in infant and child
mortality rate;
Increase in life expectancy;
Reduction in the need for medical
treatment outside Nigeria;
Complete eradication of
communicable diseases;
Efficacy and acceptance of herbal
treatments;
Epidemiological control

Achieve high levels of immunization
against all vaccine preventable
diseases, and vaccine production;

Develop response to HIV/AIDS
pandemic.

Review and faithfully implement Gas to
Power and Independent Power
Production blue prints;
Diversify sources into hydro, wind and
other renewable sources;
Consolidate relationship with
development banks and support Energy
infrastructural projects;
Design needs based crude oil refining
master plan for public- private
investment ventures;
Restructure PHCN and continuation of
Power Roadmap;
Invest in Energy Research : Renewable
and Conventional

Implement existing
recommendations of various reports
on the
Extractive Minerals Industry (Oil and
Gas, Coal, Bitumen, Precious stones,
Iron
and Steel);
Establish transparent process of
ownership and control of extractive
minerals

Strengthen the regulatory agency for the
electricity industry;
Privatize business units that will emerge
from the unbundling of NEPA.
Encourage independent power producers
by private sector, state
government in collaboration with private
enterprise;
Promote the supply and use of other
sources of energy;
Continue investments in power plants
and transmission lines nationwide;
Provide matching grants from the rural
electrification fund to incentivize state
and LGAs to invest in off-grid power

Sustain the on-going institutional
reorganization and strengthening in
the
solid mineral sector for the PDP
government to effectively perform
the role
of a facilitator and catalyst;
Adopt measures to boost domestic
demand, ensure value addition and
provide relevant information to
investors;
Provide necessary central
infrastructure;
Carry out environmental impact
assessment to curtail the adverse

Each State to develop at least two
crops for local self-sufficiency and two
for export and at least one crop each
from each Local Government Area.

Facilitate-access to cheaper and better
agricultural inputs, including farm
tools, chemicals, fertilizers, improved
seedlings and fingerlings, and livestock
breeds;
Encourage plantation agriculture and
production of farm animals;
Embark on massive irrigation schemes
by emphasizing small-scale dams to
provide irrigation water;

macroeconomic environment for
private enterprise to thrive;

supply;
Complete the deregulation of the
downstream sector;
Eliminate gas flaring;
Lay gas pipelines across the country to
enable industries access to

Continue the divestment of
government holding ventures
where the private sector can
operate better through
privatization;

cheaper and steadier energy source.

effects of
operations on local communities;
Update the database on solid
minerals deposits in the country
Encourage private participation in
the mining sector through
transparent
licensing

Adopt measures to activate and
energize medium, small scale and
micro enterprises to make them
contribute meaningfully to
national economic development;
and
Provide rural infrastructure and
services

Stimulate agricultural research
through a package of incentives to the
universities and agricultural research
institutes;
Increase the supply of agricultural
extension services through massive
training and encouragement of
extension personnel through the State
Government; and
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PEOPLES PARTY OF NIGERIA
(PPN)

SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Use of the Nucleus Estate Initiative,
NEl, as a model of implementation
under the general framework of
National Economic Empowerment and
Development Strategy, NEEDS
Abolish the free capitalist form of land
among farmers and land less peasants;
Implement measures for appropriate
and applicable mechanization of
agriculture as well as to provide
incentives of improved seedlings,
fertilizers, herbicides and extension
advisory services and appropriate
management methods;
Ensure to the agricultural community
fair stable and adequate remunerative
returns for its enterprises;
Introduce a scheme for the leasing, at
public expense of farm machinery,
tractors and other agricultural modern
equipment, to private and communal
farmer;
Establish large state farms to be run
and maintained efficiently by the
government throughout the country on
a self-sustaining commercial basis as a
practical demonstration of the
socialization of agriculture;
Embark on a full-scale harnessing of
the country’s vast water resources such
as to enhance agricultural production
through irrigation schemes
Encourage private foreign investment

Persuade the capitalists to accept
the desirability of even
distribution of the national
wealth;

No promise on anticorruption

Business climate will be made
conducive for external capital
flow into
our economy;

Health care facilities and health
care delivery strategies will be
oriented to take care of the people
rather than people going out to
seek health care;
Provide 36 internationally accepted
diagnostic centreacross the nation with supporting
TRUMA CENTRES;

Generate more export earning
than the present monolithic
crude oil earnings.

Expand the numbers of hospitals
and health centres;
Invest in training doctors, nurses
and other paramedical personnel;
Emphasize preventive medicine
and environmental sanitation
rather than curative treatment;
Eradicate mosquitoes and rats from
the country within
18months of its administration to
control the
deleterious effect of malaria and
other endemic diseases

Provide full and gainful

An open and accountable

Free health services for all

Within its first ninety days in office,
tackle the paralyzing lapses plaguing
PHCN
and take urgent steps to put existing
services on a level
of sound productivity and efficiency;
Introduce the obviously required
measures
to affect a comprehensive energy of
hydro-electric power generation
from the country’s vibrant complexes of
river basins which will be fully
harnessed and developed as one basic
primary source of energy supply;

Setup a high-level research body of
metallurgists and research
scientists charged with the task of
evaluating local
raw materials usable in iron and steel
making with a view to
recommending modification to the
Ajaokuta and Aladija plants so that
these plants can be operated solely
on local raw materials;
Establish foundries
and heat treatment plants all over
the country
around which related industries will
be established

Explore and develop coal to augment the
total energy stock and
potentials of the country;
Initiate and develop projects to
introduce the use of nuclear for peace
developmental purpose;
Explore the utilization of solar energy.

Within 5 years:

Foreign Investors with

(SDP)

in Agri-business through
partnership with Nigerian investors;
Provide State subsidy to farmers and
peasants.
Invest in the provision of infrastructure
for agricultural development such
as construction of dams for irritation
purposes;
Promote modern agricultural methods
through mechanized ocean-going
fishing, fresh water fishing, fish
farming, poultry and animal husbandry;
Provide storage facilities including
adding values chain target in
preservation process;
Fund agricultural research centres;
Encourage
peasant farmers through provision of
subsidized land clearing services,
agricultural equipment leasing services,
access to improved seedling and
better farming methods through
extension services;
Promote plantation and large-scale
agriculture and rural farming amongst
communities

employment for all Nigerians to
lift our people
from the abyss of poverty,
hunger and destitution;
Introduce a social and
empowerment policy that will
create employment
opportunities for those that have
skills but are unemployed, it shall
also
create a skills acquisition
programme in all states of the
federation;
Micro-credit will be extended
under special skills
discovery/acquisition programme
via the CBN entrepreneurial
programme which will be
extended to cover the six
geopolitical zones in Nigeria to
assist youth to acquire skills with
goal of micro -finance support to
start their business;
Support private sector initiatives
that will bring about
development in the country
Diversify the economy using the
Lagos plan of action;
Make our nation less dependent
on imports, reduce local
production costs and make
investment more attractive to
both local arid
foreign entrepreneurs and
improve the industrial base of
the economy

procurement policy and
process;

Nigerians up to the age of 18 and
over the age of 65 years;

A fair and equitable wage
structure to workers will be
designed for a
justified war against
corruption;

Affordable health services for all
Nigerians in
every part of the country and
creating infrastructural facilities in
the health sector for effective
health care delivery,
A total overhaul of primary,
secondary and tertiary health care
systems
will be carried out.
A revived locus and equipment of
General Hospitals and Teaching
hospitals across the country and
treatment of malaria and other
endemic
health issues will be free of charge,
Special focus on problems of WF,
HIV/AIDS, maternal and infant
mortality,
Introduce mobile clinics in strategic
places especially on motor
ways and inaccessible
communities.

Money Laundering and
Financial crimes will be
checked by recognizing and
protecting whistle blowers,
relevant CBOs, NGOs and
experts or profession in the
war;
There will be a proactive
and intelligence-based
surveillance over
cybercrime and the banks
will be made to comply’
more with principles of
accountability, and
declaration of transactions
by
individual and corporate
customers.
The National Orientation
Agency (NOA) will used to
achieve
attitudinal change,
reorientation and
behavioural
modification in our people
or issues of ill-gotten
wealth and corrupt
practices.
Corruption offences will be
punished more severely to
serve as an
effective deterrent. The
Judiciary and the judicial
process will be
reformed to ensure speedy
dispensation of justice in
corruption and
other related cases.
As much as possible the
option of fine will be
discouraged, and an
improved plea bargain
mechanism will he used;
Anti-corruption campaign
will be taken to all levels of
governance,
including Local Government
Councils, schools, private
sector, nongovernmental
agencies

Eliminate the monopoly of the Federal
Government in power supply and
devolve responsibilities thereof to state
and the private sector. This will
go beyond the current IPPs.
The private sector will be mobilized by
deliberate policy to contribute to
power and energy supply similar to yet
improve upon its similar role in
the telecommunication sector in the last
5 years,
The gas and Thermal stations will
particularly be encouraged to increase
power supply. And alternative renewable
power source including solar
energy will be developed,
Avenues of waste, corruption will be
checked. And Turn Around
Maintenance (TAM) will be done at least
interval of 5 years. An
aggressive campaign on defaulters and
non-payment of revenue due to
PHCN will be carried out.
A public enlightenment campaign on the
use and abuse of power will be done
within all neighbourhoods across
Nigeria.
Rural electrification will continue and
various tiers of government and the
private sector will be encouraged to take
interest in it.
The goal is that in
the first 5 years. 25,000 megawatts will
be generated to arrest the
crises.

experience/expertise and integrity in
the mining industry will be
encouraged to go into partnership
with Nigeria investors to establish
commercial mining operations.
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SUSTAINABLE NATIONAL PARTY
(SNP)

Revitalize and modernize the farm
settlement System to increase
agricultural productivity; check ruralurban migration and make farming
attractive as profitable to farmers,
young school leavers;

Design an effective strategy for
eradicating poverty while
entrenching a prosperous
Nigerian society with a diversified
and integrated national
economy.

Embark on massive irrigation schemes
by emphasizing small scale dams to
provide irrigation water as well as
promote aqua culture;

Create a market-based economy
driven by small and medium scale
businesses and regulated by a
reformed public sector.

Stimulate agricultural research in the
universities

Pursue a strong, virile and
diversified economy built to stem
rural urban migration through
investment in modern
agricultural methods.

Fight corruption
systematically and with tact
through a strong judiciary
and Police Force

Avail constant access to health care
services, especially to rural
inhabitants and the urban poor;
Funds research into the various
health care challenges;
train and properly equip staff;
purchase state-of-the-art
machinery and drugs for both
preventative and curative care.

Better manage our Oil and Gas resources
by obtaining global standard agreements,
rents and environmental terms with
multinationals and local companies
operating in the sector;

Nil

enforcing strict energy efficiency
standards and regulations for all
operators in the sector;
ensure delivery of time-bound targets in
Electricity Generation, Transmission,
Distribution and strict performance
management to ensure the timely
completion of new power projects.

Qualitatively transform the
Nigeria economy and society
through the creation of a
dynamic economy designed to
serve the people’s interest
through public private
partnerships
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YOUNG DEMOCRATIC PARTY
(YDP)

Ensure self-sufficiency in food
production throughout the year;
Make agriculture profitable;
Promote agriculture as a major source
of industrial raw materials, and foreign
exchange earner;

The state will play a leading role
in the economy to achieve a selfreliant and just society;
Encourage and expand
privatization in the Nigerian
economy

Provide infrastructure for storage;

No promise on anticorruption

Ensure that all Nigerians shall have
access to free medical services
particularly the young and the
aged;

supply electricity to all cities, towns,
villages and settlements;
Involve the private sector in the
generation and distribution of energy;

Progressively establish primary
health centres, equipped with
pharmacies;

Equip and motivate the National Electric
Power plc to more effectively play its
leading role in the energy sector;

Progressively provide General
Hospitals in all Local Government
headquarters; specialist hospitals in
all State Capitals;

maintain and equip the country’s energy
generation and distribution plants to
enable them supply uninterrupted
energy for industrial and domestic use;

Encourage research into traditional
medical practices and integrate
them into the orthodox medical
system;

promote the supply of solar energy;

Equip and expand the teaching
Hospitals in the country;

link all Local Government Headquarters
to the National Grid.

Alleviate Poverty
Create and strengthen necessary
institutions;
Protect farmers against all hazards.

Provide full and gainful
employment for all citizens;
Diversify the economy;
Improve an efficient tax
collection system; and
h. Reduce the gap between the
rich and the poor thereby
creating the middle class

Train paramedical personnel to
meet the needs ofour rural
populace;
Stimulate the local production of
medical drugs;
Encourage family planning;
Regulate private hospitals, medical
clinics, and pharmacies;

intensify the implementation of rural
electricity supply schemes; and

Speed up the completion of the
Ajaokuta Steel complex;
Ensure that the country’s steel rolling
mills operate at full capacity;
Initiate new industrial plants based
on the use of the country’s iron ore
and allied deposits;
Internationalize the standard of the
products of the iron and steel plants
to enable the country earn foreign
exchange from the country.

Make and enforce stringent laws
against the manufacturing and sale
offake and adulterated drugs.
.
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YOUNG PROGRESSIVE PARTY
(YPP)

Self-sufficiency in food production
throughout the year;
Making agriculture profitable;
The promotion of agriculture as a
major source of industrial raw
materials, and foreign exchange
earner;

Poverty alleviation;

involve the private sector in the
generation and distribution of energy

a. Speed up the completion of the
Ajaokuta Steel complex;
b. Ensure that the country's steel
rolling mills operate at full capacity;

Progressively establish primary
health centres, equipped with
pharmacies;

Equip and motivate the Electricity
Generating Companies (GENCO's) and
Distribution Companies (DISCO's) to
more effectively play its leading role in
the energy sector.

Improvement of and efficiency in
tax collection systems;

Progressively provide General
Hospitals in all Local Government
headquarters; specialist hospitals in
all State Capitals;

maintain and equip the country's energy
generation and distribution plants to
enable them supply uninterrupted
energy for industrial and domestic use;

Reduction of the gap between
the rich and the poor, thereby
creating the middle class that will
strengthen democracy;

Encourage research into traditional
medical practices and integrate
them into the orthodox medical
system;

promote the supply of energy through
the solar system;

promotion of innovation and
technological development; and

Equip and expand the teaching
Hospitals in the country;
Train paramedical personnel to
meet the needs of
our rural populace;

ensure the linking of all Local
Government Headquarters to the
National Grid.

The state will play a leading role
in the economy to achieve a selfreliant and just society.

Stimulate the local production of
medical drugs;

engage young minds or energy
development by establishing Energy
research and development centres for
Nigeria.

The policy of privatization of the
Nigerian economy shall be
encouraged and expanded

Encourage family planning;
Regulate private hospitals, medical
clinics, and pharmacies;

Self-sufficiency in food
production;
Full and gainful employment for
all citizens;
Diversification of the economy to
reduce reliance on oil;

Providing infrastructure for storage;
Creating and strengthening necessary
institutions;
The protection of farmers against all
hazards.

industrialization.

No promise on anticorruption

Ensure that all Nigerians shall have
access to free medical services
particularly 0-5 years, pregnant
women and the aged;

Make and enforce stringent laws
against the manufacturing and sale
of
fake and adulterated drugs;
Promote nutritional health and
education;
Expand and strengthen the
national health insurance
Scheme.

intensify the implementation of rural
electricity supply schemes; and

c. Initiate new industrial plants based
on the use of the country's iron ore
and allied deposits; and
d. Internationalize the standard of
the products of the iron and steel
plants to enable the country earn
foreign exchange from the country.

